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• Comments received from Dan Oltrogge (21-Feb-2018): Regarding ISO/TR 11233 (Orbit determination and 
estimation), I’ve had our technical experts and US TAG members consider this technical report’s merits 
from both technical and completeness perspectives. While we see this document as a bit “harmless” since 
it is a technical report only, our conclusion is that this document should be cancelled for the following 
reasons: 
• The current content is incomplete, omitting major components pertaining to reference frames, force model 

parameters, element sets, atmosphere models, etc. and spending woefully insufficient time discussing OD 
techniques and how to communicate them to others (i.e., only a paragraph on LS and filter methods);

• This technical report contains normative (i.e., “shall”) content (which TRs should not contain);
• It would take a substantial amount of work to make the existing ISO/TR 11233 worthy of use and commercially 

useful, in our opinion; we believe that our effort would be better spent on other endeavors at this time.
• And most importantly, the new Orbit Comprehensive Message (OCM), which is nearing completion, has an entire 

data block devoted to conveying orbit determination metadata and content. As a joint CCSDS/ISO standard, we 
propose that this OCM content be used to meet the needs of what ISO/TR 11233 was originally intended to be. 
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June 2018 WG3 meeting

• During WG3 Jun-2018 meeting, the discussion continued as follows: Concerning ISO/TR 
11233, the WG3 convenor reminded that WG3 participants decided Nov-17 to confirm 
the document until its 5-years systematic review [action 48-02 closed], and that 11233 is 
a technical report to provide guidance in orbit estimation. 

• The orbit messages standard (SC13/CCSDS responsibility) is a message format standard 
with fields to be filled, however not addressing with sufficiently technical information 
how the information is derived. 
• RESPONSE: ISO 26900 contains more than just message formats; technical information also provided.
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OCM (ISO 26900) now nearing completion
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OCM (ISO 26900) now nearing completion
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Much of ISO 11233 now discussed (green) or in common text (blue)
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New ODM Annex F8
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New ODM Annex F8
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New ODM Annex F8
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Suggested path

• As stated previously, recommend retiring ISO 11233.
• Current content is not comprehensive and would require much enhancement to be useful/relevant.

• Suggest moving remaining unique orbit determination content from ISO 11233 into ISO 
26900 Informative Annex F: “Technical material and conventions for ODM data”
• CCSDS NAV WG convener supportive of this ODM change.

• Can then retire ISO 11233.
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